ESTIMATED PREDICTED INCREASES IN DAILY TRAFFIC (2-WAY)
TOTAL AND HEAVY VEHICLES - OPTION 4
SHORLAND PARK, ISLAND BAY

PREDICTED AADT: 5187 (+137%)
PREDICTED DAILY HVC: 37 (+71%)
PREDICTED AADT: 5350 (+206%)
PREDICTED DAILY HVC: 49 (+44%)
PREDICTED TRAFFIC VOLUME: 96%
PREDICTED HEAVY VEHICLES: 100%

Proposed Road Closure
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Note: Boundaries, site contours, road names, all line, address & the points sourced from Land Information NZ. Crown Copyright reserved. Property boundaries (e.g., walls, fences, pavements, etc.) do not indicate ownership. Census data sourced from Statistics NZ. Postcodes sourced from NZ Post. Other data has been compiled from a variety of sources and the accuracy may vary. Buildings generally 10m.

Estimates produced by Wellington City Council. Accuracy of boundaries accuracy +/±1m in urban areas, +/±30m in rural areas.